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Abstract. Concurrent systems are often modeled using an interleaving
semantics. Since system designers tend to think sequentially, it is highly
probable that they do not foresee some interleavings that their model
encompasses. As a consequence, one of the main sources of failure in
concurrent systems is unforeseen interleavings. In this paper, we devise
an automated method for revealing unforeseen interleavings in the form
of sequences of actions derived from counterexamples obtained by explicit state model checking. In order to extract such sequences we use a
data mining technique called sequential pattern mining. Our method is
based on contrasting the patterns of a set of counterexamples with the
patterns of a set of correct traces that do not violate a desired property. We first argue that mining sequential patterns from the dataset of
counterexamples fails due to the inherent complexity of the problem. We
then propose a reduction technique designed to reduce the length of the
execution traces in order to make the problem more tractable. We finally
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by applying it to a number
of sample case studies.

Keywords: concurrency bugs, counterexample explanation, sequential pattern
mining, model checking
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Introduction

Concurrency bugs are among the most difficult software bugs to detect and diagnose. This is mainly due to the inherent inability of humans to comprehend
concurrently executing computations and to foresee the possible interleavings
that they can entail. The interleaving semantics commonly used to interpret the
computation of concurrent systems imposes a total order on the execution of concurrent actions in a system. Concurrency is then interpreted as non-deterministic
choices between different interleavings. System designers are used to thinking
sequentially when designing the model of a system. In concurrent systems it
?
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is therefore highly probable that they do not foresee some interleavings that
their model encompasses. It is therefore a widely held view that one of the main
sources of failure in concurrent systems is unforeseen interleavings resulting in
undesired system behavior.
Model checkers are particularly well-suited for detecting concurrency bugs
due to the exhaustive exploration of all possible interleavings of the concurrent
actions that they perform. They can therefore reveal bugs which are impossible
or difficult to find by testing methods. However, counterexamples generated by
model checking tools only indicate symptoms of faults in a model, they do not
offer aid in locating faults in the code of the model. In order to locate a root
cause for a counterexample in the code of a model a significant amount of manual
analysis is required. Since the manual inspection of lengthy counterexamples of
sometimes up to thousands of events is time consuming and error prone, an
automatic method for explaining counterexamples that assists model designers
in localizing faults in their models is highly desirable.
In this paper we aim at developing an automated method for explaining counterexamples indicating the violation of a desired property in concurrent systems.
Our method benefits from the analysis of a large number of counterexamples that
can be generated by a model checking tool such as SPIN [9]. We refer to the
set of counterexamples that show how the model violates a given property as
the bad dataset. With the aid of SPIN, it is also possible to produce a set of
execution traces that do not violate the desired property. We refer to this set of
non-violating traces as the good dataset.
For explaining counterexamples, we examine the differences in the traces
of the good and bad datasets, which is the foundation of a large number of
approaches for locating faults in program code (see, for instance, [27]). Lewis’
theory of causality and counterfactual reasoning provides justification for this
type of fault localization approaches [13].
To reveal unforeseen interleavings in the form of sequences of actions, we use
a data mining technique called sequential pattern mining or frequent subsequence
mining [1, 4]. This data mining technique has diverse applications in areas such
as the analysis of customer purchase behavior, the mining of web access patterns
and the mining of motifs in DNA sequences. Frequent subsequence mining is an
active area of research and a number of algorithms for mining frequent subsequences have been developed which have been proven to be efficient in practice
with respect to various test datasets [26, 25, 20].
By contrasting the sequential patterns of the good and bad datasets, we
extract a set of sequences of actions that are only common in the bad dataset but
not common in the good dataset. We refer to this approach as contrast mining
and to the resulting patterns as anomalies. We assume that these anomalies can
reveal to the model designer unforeseen interleavings or unexpected sequences
of actions that cause the violation of a desired property.
The contributions of this work are as follows:
1. We propose an automated method based on contrast mining for explaining
concurrency bugs.
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2. We propose a length reduction technique to make the mining problem more
tractable.
3. We show how concurrency bugs can be explained in general by only analyzing
the good and the bad traces and without exploiting the characteristics of
specific bugs such as data races or atomicity violations.
In our precursory work on explaining counterexamples [12] we extract ordered
sequences of events consisting of contiguous events inside counterexamples. In
this work, we improve our explanation by extracting sequences of events which
do not necessarily occur contiguously inside counterexamples.
Structure of the Paper. Section 2 gives the definition of the problem and also
motivates the problem by introducing a running example. Section 3 describes
in detail our proposed method for explaining counterexamples. We then present
experimental results in Section 4. Section 5 discusses closely related work from
different domains. Section 6 concludes with a note on future work.

2
2.1

Problem Definition
Basic Concepts

Our goal is to identify ordered sequences of non-contiguous events that explain
the violation of a safety property in a concurrent system. Such a violation represents that there exist undesired or unsafe states which are reachable by system
executions. We use the explicit state model checker SPIN [9] in order to compute
system executions represented as sequences of events that lead from an initial
state of the system into a property violating state, often referred to as counterexamples. We use linear temporal logic (LTL) [2] to specify properties and we
use σ 6|= ϕ to express that a counterexample σ violates an LTL property ϕ.
Definition 1. Let Act denote the finite set of actions in a concurrent system. If
counterexample σ violates the safety property ϕ, then σ will be a finite sequence
of events denoted as he1 , e2 , ..., en i where each ei corresponds to the execution of
an action in the system.
In fact, the finite set of actions, Act, corresponds to the Promela statements [9]
of the concurrent system models verified by the SPIN model checker. According
to Def. 1, we may use the terms occurrence of an event and execution of an
action interchangeably since both refer to the same concept. When we refer to
an execution trace or a trace, we mean a finite sequence of events according to
Def. 1.
Although counterexamples are typically lengthy sequences of events, only a
small number of events inside them are relevant to a property violation. In a
concurrent system, the order of the events inside a counterexample can also be
causal for the occurrence of a failure and can hence point to a bug. As we argue
above, system failures are often due to an unexpected order of the occurrence of
events in concurrent systems.
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In this paper we explain concurrent counterexamples by identifying explanatory or anomalous sequences inside the counterexamples. Such sequences reveal
specific orders between some events inside a counterexample which are presumed
to be causal for the property violation.
Definition 2. ψ = he0 , e1 , e2 , ..., em i is a subsequence of σ = hE0 , E1 , E2 , ..., En i
denoted as ψ v σ, if and only if there exist integers 0 ≤ i0 < i1 < i2 < i3 ... <
im ≤ n such that e0 = Ei0 , e1 = Ei1 , ..., em = Eim . We also call σ a supersequence of ψ.
Notice that a subsequence is not necessarily contiguous in the super-sequence.
To capture the notion of a contiguous subsequence we introduce the concept of
a substring.
Definition 3. ψ is a substring of σ, if and only if there exist consecutive integers
from 0 ≤ i0 to (i0 + m) ≤ n such that e0 = Ei0 , e1 = Ei0 +1 , ..., em = Ei0 +m .
Definition 4. The sequence ψ = he0 , e1 , e2 , ..., em i is an explanatory sequence,
if for all execution traces σ, it holds that ψ v σ ⇒ σ 6|= ϕ.
In the following subsection we will use a motivating example to illustrate that
in concurrent systems such explanatory sequences occur in general as the subsequences of counterexamples. In our previous work, the sequences isolated for
explaining counterexamples are the substrings of counterexamples containing
contiguous events inside the counterexamples.
2.2

A Motivating Example

Using an example case study we now illustrate how a deadlock can occur due to
the temporal order of execution of a set of actions in the model of a concurrent
system. Referring to this example we then argue that contrasting sequential
patterns of the bad and good datasets can reveal the anomalous sequences of
actions that can help to explain the violation of a property, such as a deadlock
in a concurrent system. We use the model of a preliminary design of a plain old
telephony system (POTS)3 as an example. This model was generated with the
visual modeling tool VIP [10] and contains a number of deadlock problems. It
comprises four concurrently executing processes corresponding to two users and
two phone handlers. Each user in this model talks to a phone handler for making
calls. The phone handlers are communicating with each other in order to switch
and route user calls.
A portion of a counterexample indicating the occurrence of a deadlock in the
POTS model is given in Fig. 1. The events in this figure are displayed along with
the name of the proctypes4 to which they belong. The events are, in fact, Promela
statements [9] that are separated by a “.” from the name of the proctypes to
3

4

The Promela code of the POTS case study is available at http://www.inf.unikonstanz.de/soft/tools/CEMiner/POTS7-mod-07-dldetect-never.prm.
proctype is the keyword used in Promela for defining a process.
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which they belong. The events highlighted by the arrows on the left hand side of
the trace reveal a problematic sequence of actions which can be interpreted as
giving an explanation for the occurrence of a deadlock. This identified sequence
for explaining the deadlock is, in fact, an example of an unforeseen interleaving
of concurrent events. The presumed assumption of the model designer is that the
User1 and PhoneHandler1 proctypes are synchronized so that when the PhoneHandler1 proctype sends a dialtone message, the User1 proctype subsequently
receives it before taking any other action. However, as Fig. 1 indicates the model
contains faults so that the events 6 and 15, which correspond to the sending of
a “dialtone” message by the PhoneHandler1 proctype, are not followed by a
receiving event of the User1 proctype. The statements executed by the User1
proctype after events 6 and 15 are !onhook and phone number = 0, respectively,
which causes an unread message to remain in the channel between the User1 and
PhoneHandler1 proctypes. While the unread message of the event 6 is received
by event 14, there is no corresponding receive event for the message of the event
15. Since the channels have a capacity of one message, the unread message of
the event 15 causes the PhoneHandler1 proctype to block after event 22 when
it tries to send a “busytone” message to the User1 proctype. Because of the
blocking of the PhoneHandler1 proctype, the User1 proctype also blocks after
the event 23. Due to the symmetry in the model, a similar interaction can occur
between the User2 and PhoneHandler2 proctypes, which finally leads the system
to a deadlock state.
1‐ User1.!offhook
2‐ PhoneHandler1.?offhook
3‐ User2.!offhook
4‐ PhoneHandler2.?offhook
5‐ PhoneHandler2.!dialtone
6‐ PhoneHandler1.!dialtone
7‐ User1.!onhook
8‐ PhoneHandler1.?onhook
9‐ User2.?dialtone
10‐ User2.phone_number=0
11‐ User2.!dialdigit
12‐ User1.!offhook
13‐ PhoneHandler1.?offhook
14‐ User1.?dialtone
15‐ PhoneHandler1.!dialtone
16‐ PhoneHandler2.?dialdigit
17‐ PhoneHandler2.phone_number!=1
18‐ PhoneHandler2.!busytone
19‐ User1.phone_number=0
20‐ User1.!dialdigit
21‐ PhoneHandler1.?dialdigit
22‐ PhoneHandler1.phone_number!=1
23‐ User1.!onhook
…..

Fig. 1. Part of a counterexample in POTS model

One interesting characteristic of the explanatory sequence in Fig. 1 is that
the events belonging to this sequence do not occur adjacently inside the counterexample. Instead they are interspersed with unrelated events belonging to
the interaction of the User2 and Phonehandler2 proctypes. In general, events
belonging to an explanatory sequence can occur at an arbitrary distance from
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each other due to the non-deterministic scheduling of concurrent events implemented in SPIN. From this observation, it can be inferred that the explanatory
sequences are, in fact, subsequences of the counterexamples. In conclusion, we
maintain that sequential pattern mining algorithms, which extract the frequent
subsequences from a dataset of sequences without limitations on the relative
distance of events belonging to the subsequences, are an adequate and obvious
choice to extract explanatory sequences from large sets of counterexamples.

3
3.1

Counterexample Explanation
Generation of the Good and the Bad Datasets

In order to use sequential pattern mining and perform the contrast mining for
explaining counterexamples we use the SPIN model checker to generate two sets
of counterexamples, namely the ”good” and the ”bad” datasets. With the aid of
the option “-c0 -e”, which instructs SPIN to continue the state space search even
when a counterexample has been found, we generate a set of counterexamples
violating a given property ϕ, called the bad dataset, denoted by ΣB : ΣB =
{σ | σ 6|= ϕ}. The good dataset includes the traces that satisfy ϕ. Such traces
can be generated by producing counterexamples to ¬ϕ. This is justified by the
following lemma:
Lemma 1. For an execution σ, if σ satisfies ϕ, which is denoted as σ |= ϕ, then
it holds that σ |= ϕ ⇔ σ 6|= ¬ϕ [2].
If ϕ is a safety property, the negation of this property yields a liveness property. The counterexamples violating a liveness property are infinite lasso shaped
traces.
Definition 5. Let φ̂ and (φ0 ) denote finite traces. We call φ = φ̂.(φ0 )ω an infinite lasso shaped trace where φ̂ is the finite prefix of φ and ω denotes that φ0 is
repeated infinitely.
For the purpose of our analysis we produce finite traces from the infinite good
traces by concatenating φ̂ with one occurrence of φ0 . We use ΣG to denote a
good dataset: ΣG = {φ | φ |= ϕ ∧ φ is finite}
3.2

Sequential Pattern Mining

We now give a brief overview of terminology used in sequential pattern mining,
for a more detailed treatment we refer the interested reader to the cited literature
and in particular to [4].
A sequence dataset S, {s1 , s2 , ..., sn }, is a set of sequences. The support of
a sequence α is the number of the sequences in S that α is a subsequence
of: supportS (α) = |{s | s ∈ S ∧ α v s}|. Given a minimum support threshold,
min sup, the sequence α is considered a sequential pattern or a frequent subsequence if its support is no less than min sup: supportS (α) ≥ min sup. We denote
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the set of all sequential patterns mined from S with the given support threshold
min sup by FSS,min sup , i.e., FSS,min sup = {α | supportS (α) ≥ min sup}.
Since mining all sequential patterns will typically result in a combinatorial
number of patterns, some algorithms, such as [26, 25] only mine closed sequential
patterns. When a sequential pattern does not have any super sequence with the
same support, it is considered as a closed pattern. The set of all closed sequential
patterns mined from S with the given support threshold min sup, denoted by
CSS,min sup , is defined as follows:
Definition 6. CSS,min sup = {α | α ∈ FSS,min
that α @ β ∧ supportS (α) = supportS (β)}.

sup

∧ @β ∈ FSS,min

sup

such

In fact, the support of a closed sequential pattern is different from that of its
super-sequences. Since every frequent pattern is represented by a closed pattern,
mining closed patterns leads to a more compact yet complete result set. In other
words, closed patterns are the lossless compression of all the sequential patterns.
As an example, consider a sequence dataset S that has five sequences, S =
{abced, abecf, agbch, abijc, aklc}. If the min sup is specified as 4, FSS,4 = {a :
5, b : 4, c : 5, ab : 4, ac : 5, bc : 4, abc : 4} where the numbers denote the respective
supports of the patterns. However, CSS,4 contains only two patterns, {abc : 4, ac :
5}.
For explaining counterexamples, we first mine closed sequential patterns from
the bad and the good datasets with the given support thresholds TB and TG ,
respectively. We call the sets of closed patterns mined from the bad and the
good datasets, CSΣB ,TB and CSΣG ,TG , respectively. Contrasting the sequential
patterns of the good and the bad datasets results in the patterns which are only
frequent in the bad dataset. We call these patterns anomalies.
Definition 7. We call ASTB ,TG = {α | α ∈ CSΣB ,TB ∧ α 6∈ CSΣG ,TG } =
CSΣB ,TB − CSΣG ,TG the set of all anomalies.
The anomalies computed according to Def. 7 are, in fact, a set of ordered
sequences of events which give an explanation for the property violation. We
maintain that the extracted set of anomalies is indicative of one or several faults
inside the model. These anomalies can hence be used as the clues to the exact
location of the faults inside the model and thereby greatly facilitate the manual
fault localization process.
3.3

Complexity Issues

One of the major challenges in applying sequential pattern mining algorithms for
explaining counterexamples is the scalability of these algorithms. In our precursory work [12] we discuss that mining sequential patterns from the datasets of
counterexamples generated from typical concurrent system models is intractable.
As we argue, this observation is due to inherent characteristics of those datasets,
in particular the average length of the sequences that they include as well as their
denseness. We conclude that we need some technique for reducing the length of
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the counterexamples in order to make the use of sequential pattern mining in
this application domain tractable. We will propose a length reduction technique
in the subsequent subsection.
Reducing the Length of the Traces. We are mainly analyzing the behavior
of non-terminating communication protocols. By inspecting the structure of the
finite traces of these protocols in ΣB and ΣG it becomes obvious that events
belonging to particular processes, for instance some event a, may occur repeatedly. For example, inside a trace of the POTS model in Fig. 3 we can observe
multiple executions of the actions User1.!offhook and User1.!onhook. In order
to reduce the length of the execution traces in the good and the bad datasets,
we exploit repetitions of the execution of actions inside the traces. Instead of
analyzing the temporal order between all the events of a trace, we decompose
each trace into a number of subtraces and examine the temporal order of the
events that they contain in isolation. A possible choice for decomposing a trace
into subtraces is via breaking the traces at the execution of a repeating action
a. Thus, the obtained subtraces contain the events occurring between each two
subsequent executions of a. We define the notion of a subtrace as follows:
Definition 8. Let φ denote a finite trace and action a executed n times inside φ.
By breaking φ at the executions of a, n subtraces will be generated. The (i + 1)th
subtrace is defined as φi+1,a = hai , bi,0 , ..., bi,m i where ai is the ith execution of
the action a in φ and bi,j is j th event between the occurrence of ai and ai+1 . The
event that occurs next to bi,m is ai+1 .
The subtraces φi,a reveal the temporal order between the events that are preceded by the execution of a in the traces, and hence by analyzing these subtraces
we can only extract the anomalous sequences of events that precede the execution of a to explain counterexamples. Hence, the extracted anomalous sequences
for explaining counterexamples will only contain one execution of the action a.
Notice that as a consequence of this abstraction we lose access to the causes of
failures that spread over multiple cycles, for instance the repeated occurrence of
event a itself without the occurrence of some other event in between.
Instead of mining patterns from the datasets ΣB and ΣG , we mine patterns
from the datasets ΣBRa and ΣGRa containing the subtraces of the traces in
ΣB and ΣG , respectively: ΣBRa = {σa | σa is a subtrace of σ and σ ∈ ΣB } and
ΣGRa = {φa | φa is a subtrace of φ and φ ∈ ΣG }. In fact, for producing ΣBRa ,
we break up each trace in ΣB and accumulate the resulting subtraces in ΣBRa .
We do the same for ΣGRa . In analogy with Def. 7, anomalies are then computed
by
ASTB ,TG ,a = CSΣBRa ,TB − CSΣGRa ,TG .
(1)
For instance, the identified sequence in the example of Sect. 2.2 for explaining
the deadlock in the POTS model has portions h1, 2, 6, 7, 8i and h12, 13, 14, 15,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23i which can be mined from the subtraces achieved by breaking
the traces at the execution of User1.!offhook. As we have seen in Sect. 2.2, each
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of these portions reveals a problematic sequence of actions that gives clues about
the location of the fault in the model.
As we will see in the experimental results section, this reduction technique
can reduce the average sequence length of the datasets significantly, and hence
can make mining sequential patterns from them feasible. Table 1 shows the
amount of the length reduction for the bad and good datasets of the POTS
model obtained by applying this length reduction technique.
Model Datasets #seq. before #seq. after avg.
seq.
reduction
reduction
len.
before
reduction
bad
4109
497595
1677
POTS
good
107029
43668
3079

avg. seq. len.
after reduction
13
21

Table 1. Average sequence length before and after reduction, POTS model datasets

Determining an action a at which to break up the traces is a heuristic decision.
In principle, any action whose execution is recurrent inside the execution traces
can be used for breaking up the traces. However, considering the functionality
of the model some actions may seem to be more interesting to be analyzed
with respect to their ordering relationships with other actions. Such actions
of interest can correspond, for instance, to the start of interactions between
different concurrent processes in a communication protocol. For example, in the
POTS model many interactions start with the execution of User1.!offhook. It
initiates a sequence of events handling a telephone call and is hence a candidate
for the event a. Apparently, we lose some ordering relationships between the
actions of a model by shortening the traces via breaking them at the execution
of some specific action. However, if we use the actions corresponding to the
start of interactions between concurrent processes for breaking the traces, we
may lose less important temporal orders from the user perspective. Currently, in
our case studies we detect the first action that is taken by one of the processes
in the system and use it for breaking up the traces. An alternative strategy
for determining the action to break up the traces is by calculating how much
reduction can be gained on the average from each individual action, and then to
choose the one with the highest reduction ratio. Another heuristic is choosing
those actions which divide the traces evenly or result in subtraces with similar
length. For example, Table 2 shows different amount of length reduction gained
from different actions in the POTS model. In the experimental results section,
we report on the results achieved by breaking the traces at actions U1.!offhook
(117) and P1.?offhook which give us the most length reduction.
Threats to Validity. It should be noted that this reduction technique is mainly
applicable to execution traces that include repeating patterns of execution of actions, such as non-terminating communication protocols. For some large models
the proposed reduction technique may still not sufficiently reduce the length of
the execution traces. As we have seen the produced anomalies for explaining
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Action
U1.!offhook U1.?ringtone U1.!offhook U1.!onhook U1.!onhook P1.?offhook
line no.
117
101
146
351
294
464
avg. seq. len. 14
343
1442
548
47
13
Table 2. Length reduction for different actions in the bad dataset of POTS model, U1
and P1 refer to User1 and PhoneHandler1 processes, respectively.

counterexamples only contain one execution of the action a. If however for understanding the cause of the property violation inside the counterexample, the
isolation of an ordered sequence of events containing more than one execution of
a is required, then the analysis of the subtraces would not be sufficient. In other
words, since we lose some temporal order by analyzing only the subtraces, we
may not be able to explain some concurrency bugs.
3.4

Contrasting Sequential Patterns

For mining closed sequential patterns we use an algorithm called CloSpan [26].
The flowchart of our method is given in Fig. 2.
Bad & Good datasets
Contrasting bad & good sequential patterns
Action

Threshold

Reducing the trace lengths

Bad & Good reduced
dataset

Anomalies
Grouping anomalies

Ranking grouped anomalies
Mining sequential patterns
Potential faults
Bad & Good sequential patterns

Filtering sequential patterns

Fig. 2. Flowchart of explaining counterexamples method

The final result set of the method contains the distinguishing patterns representing the set of sequences of actions that are only frequent or typical in the
bad dataset. This set is generated by equation (1). The user defined threshold
values, TB and TG in equation (1) are, in fact, the parameters of our method.
By decreasing the value of the support threshold, the number of the generated
sequential patterns from a dataset of traces increases. In order to reduce the
number of the mined patterns, we remove the patterns which are substrings of
some other generated pattern. This is because the ordering relationship that can
be inferred from these patterns can also be inferred from the longer patterns
that these patterns are substrings of.
In order to facilitate the interpretation of the result set obtained by equation
(1) we divide the anomalies into a number of groups so that each group contains
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patterns which are all subsequences of the longest pattern in that group. Fig. 4
shows an example of such a group of patterns. One temporal order that can be
inferred from the longest pattern in Fig. 4 is h334, 1426, 444i. From the subsequences of the longest pattern, it can be inferred that not always “1426” occurs
between “334” and “444” because h334, 444i is also frequent, and not always
“1426” is preceded by “334” because h1406, 1426, 444i is also frequent.
User1.!offhook
PhoneHandler1.?offhook
…
PhoneHandler1.?onhook
User1.!offhook
PhoneHandler1.?offhook
…
PhoneHandler1.?onhook
User1.!offhook
PhoneHandler1.?offhook
User1.?dialtone
…

Fig. 3. Multiple occurrence of events
inside an execution trace

64 1406 334 1426 444 484 1806 644 1986

64 1406 334 444 484 1806 644 1986

64 1406 1426 444 484 1806 644 1986

Fig. 4. Patterns inside one group

The groups of patterns are then ordered based on the length of the longest
pattern inside them. Groups with the shorter length of the longest pattern will
be ranked higher because the analysis of these patterns by the user requires less
effort.

4

Experimental Evaluation

The experiments that we report on in this section were performed on a 2.67 GHz
PC with 8 GB RAM and Windows 7 64-bit operating system. The prototype
implementation of our method was realized using the programming language
C#.Net 2010. We discuss the results obtained by applying our method to a
number of case studies.
Case Study 1: POTS Model. We first applied our method to the POTS model
(see Sect. 2.2) in order to obtain explanations for the occurrence of deadlocks.
The execution traces were shortened in length by breaking the original traces at
the execution of the action User1.!offhook as it has been explained in Sect. 3.3.
In order to study the effect of the threshold value on the number of the generated patterns in the result set we applied different threshold values, starting
with a comparatively high threshold value of 90%. Fig. 5 shows how the number
of the generated patterns is reduced after our filtering step. The reduction is by
a factor of approximately 0.5. It also illustrates how the number of the closed
sequential patterns increases when decreasing the threshold. Mining closed sequential patterns from the good dataset of POTS with the min sup of 10% takes
359.651 sec. and consumes 31.327 MB of main memory while with the min sup
of 90% it takes only 0.074 sec. and consumes only 3.69 MB of main memory.
In Fig. 6, the number of the anomalies obtained by equation (1) along with
the number of the groups that these anomalies are divided into are given. From
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#Seq. Patterns‐(log‐scale)

#Seq. Patterns‐(log‐scale)
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1

Closed after Filtering

1
90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10

90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10

min_sup (%)

min_sup (%)

(a) Bad dataset

(b) Good dataset

Fig. 5. Number of the closed sequential patterns in the bad and good datasets before
and after filtering.

the figures 5 and 6, it can be inferred that although the number of the generated
closed sequential patterns from the bad and good datasets can be quite high,
the number of the anomalies that the user needs to inspect to understand the
root cause of the deadlock is mostly less than 10, at least for thresholds of not
less than 20. In Fig. 6, the precision of the method shows the number of the
sequences in the result set which actually reveal some anomalous behavior. As
this figure shows, only for the thresholds of 30%, 20% and 10% the precision
is less than 100%. Considering the way that we generate the good and the bad
datasets, these datasets may not include all the possible good and bad traces
that can be produced by the execution of the model. In the final result set of
the method, therefore, we may get some false positives that do not reveal any
problematic behaviors in the model. The computed precision measure for each
case study shows the number of the true anomalous sequences among all the
sequences of the result set. This precision was calculated manually.
#distinguishing patterns‐(log‐scale)

1000

100
before grouping
after grouping

10

precision

1
90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

min_sup(%)

Fig. 6. Number of the anomalies, number of the groups of anomalies and the precision

The manual inspection of the anomalous sequences in the result set of the
method reveals some faults in the model. In fact, two faults can be detected from
the result sets generated by the thresholds 20% and 10%. Other result sets which
are generated by higher threshold values only reveal one fault. For example, one
of the anomalous sequences for the support threshold of 90% is User1.!offhook,
PhoneHandler1.?offhook, User1.?dialtone, while according to the behavior of the
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model the expected sequence from the user perspective is User1.!offhook, PhoneHandler1.?offhook, PhoneHandler1.!dialtone, User1.?dialtone. Considering the
expected sequence a receiving dialtone message should always be preceded by a
sending dialtone message. The anomalous sequence reveals a deviation from the
expected sequence because in this sequence the receiving dialtone messages is not
preceded by a corresponding sending dialtone message. This implicitly reveals
the presence of an unread message in the channel. Finally, it can be inferred
that there is a lack of synchronization between the user and the phone handler
proctypes so that when the phone handler sends a dialtone message, the user
instead of receiving that message takes another action.
By breaking the traces at PhoneHandler1.?offhook instead of User1.!offhook,
by the support threshold of 90% a result set containing of 5 anomalies will be
generated. In fact, these anomalies also reveal the same fault as explained above.
It must be noted that our method is not supposed to be complete, and we
use the method as part of an iterative debugging process. After each run of the
method, aided by the revealed anomalous sequences the user will try to remove
as many causes of property violation as possible. In case the model still contains
faults after being modified, the user will apply the method again. This procedure
can be iterated until all the causes of property violation in the model have been
removed. For example, we tried to remedy the problem in POTS by adding some
code in the user proctype which removes a message dialtone from the channel
between the user and the phone handler proctypes, if it is present, when sending
an onhook message. After this modification, we again applied our method on
the resulting model, this time the number of the generated counterexamples
decreased from 4109 to 2229. The produced result set reveals that there is still
a lack of synchronization between the user and the phone handler proctypes.
Case Study 2: Rether Model. The second model is a Real-time Ethernet protocol named Rether. It was obtained from [21]. In order to reduce the size and
complexity of the original model from [21] we have reduced the values of its
parameters. A detailed description of this model can be found in [12]. We applied our method to this model in order to explain the occurrence of a deadlock.
The statement “i=0” of the Token proctype was used for breaking the execution
traces because the interaction between the processes in this model starts with
the execution of this statement. Table 3 shows the extent of the length reduction
of the traces for this case study.
datasets #seq. before
reduction
bad
8
good
78

#seq. after
reduction
92
812

avg. seq. len. before avg. seq. len. after
reduction
reduction
322
28
298
29

Table 3. Results of length reduction in the Rether model datasets

A threshold value of 2% was applied to the reduced length bad and good
datasets for generating the sequential patterns. In Table 4 the number of the
generated sequential patterns before and after filtering along with the number
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of the anomalies obtained by equation (1) and the number of the faults detected
by the user inspection are given.
datasets #seq.
patterns
bad
182
good
466

#seq. patterns #anomalies #groups of precision #detected
after filtering
anomalies
faults
170
23
11
7
1
244
Table 4. Rether model results

Even though appr. 65% of the extracted groups reveal some problematic
behavior in the system, the inspection of only 2 of them, corresponding to the
first and the 8th groups in the ranked result set, is required for localizing an
atomicity violation in one of the proctypes of the model. Due to space limitations
we refer the interested reader to our previous work [12] for an extensive discussion
of which specific sequence of actions reveals an atomicity violation in this model.
Comparison with our Previous Work. The fault localization method that we
proposed in a precursory paper [12] aids the user in locating unforeseen interleavings inside the counterexamples of concurrent systems by extracting a set
of short substrings of mainly length two that only occur in the bad dataset.
These short substrings along with the corresponding counterexamples are given
to the user for further analysis. For example, for this case study, this method
generates 3 short distinguishing substrings of length two which are given to
the user along with the corresponding counterexamples. With the aid of these
substrings, the user needs to inspect on the average 30 events inside the corresponding counterexamples in order to identify the anomalous sequences pointing
to an atomicity violation bug in the model. However, the anomalous sequences
detected with the aid of the method proposed in this paper are in themselves
indicative of the atomicity violation bug in the model. In other words, as opposed to our precursory work an inspection of counterexamples is not required
at all. Specifically, in order to detect an atomicity violation in this case study,
an anomalous sequence of at least length 30 needs to be isolated inside a counterexample. With the aid of the short substrings of length 2 extracted by our
previous method, the user still needs to inspect the counterexample in order to
isolate an anomalous sequence of length 30, even though these substrings facilitate the user inspection greatly. However, the groups of anomalies generated by
the method of this paper contain the anomalous sequence of length 30 required
for locating the atomicity violation in the model. In fact, the last 7 events of
this sequence appear in the first group of the ranked result set and the rest of
the events are included in the 8th group. We contend that the current method
imposes less inspection effort on the user for locating the faults in the model.
Case Study 3: Railway Model. We finally applied our method to explain counterexamples indicating the violation of a safety property in the small railroad
crossing example which is also used as a sample case study in [11]. The desired
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safety property is that the car and the train should never be in the crossing simultaneously, which is considered a hazardous state of the system. In this small
model, the length reduction step was not necessary.
Table 5 summarizes all the figures related to this model and the achieved results by applying the high support threshold value of 90%. The detected anomadatasets #seq. avg.
len.
bad
28
15
good
85
15

seq. #seq.
patterns
1
6

#seq. patterns #anomalies
after filtering
1
1
2

#detected
faults
1

Table 5. Railway model results

lous sequence reveals a sequence of actions that leads the system to an undesired
state in which the variables “carcrossing” and “traincrossing” have both the
value “1”. This indicates that both a car and a train are in the crossing at the
same time, which is equivalent to a hazard state. This sequence, in fact, guides
the user to the location of an atomicity violation bug in the “Gate” proctype.
The presumed intention of the model designer is that the transmission of the
signal “1” through the gateCtrl channel would be performed atomically with the
changing of the global variable “gatestatus” to “1”. However, due to the fault in
the model, the execution of these two statements is interleaved with some other
concurrent actions and leads the system to a hazard state.
Dataset Generation. As it has been explained in Sect. 3, we use the option
“-c0 -e” in SPIN, for generating the good and the bad datasets which can be
time-consuming for some case studies. For example, for the POTS model SPIN
generates 303,589 good traces which takes around 14 hours. However, the dataset
generation for the other two case studies takes less than a minute. If the generated datasets have fewer numbers of traces than the ones generated with the
option “-c0 -e”, our method is still applicable to them since the method is not
guaranteed to be complete. However, when the datasets offer a higher coverage
of the good and the bad behaviors, the output of the method is more precise
and the number of the false positives among the explanations is reduced.

5

Related Work

In this section, we briefly discuss closely related work that has not yet been
addressed in earlier sections.
Pattern Mining in Software Analysis. Data mining techniques have proven to
be useful in the analysis of very large amounts of data produced in the course of
different activities during various states of the software system development cycle. Frequent pattern mining techniques which find commonly occurring patterns
in a dataset are broadly used for mining specifications and localizing faults in
program code [15, 14, 19, 5, 22]. The work documented in [15] adapts sequential
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pattern mining techniques in order to mine specifications from recorded traces of
software system executions. It seems that the patterns generated by this method
can also be used for counterexample explanation. However, we faced scalability
issues when applying this method to the POTS model case study that we introduce in Section 2.2. The longest distinguishing patterns between the bad and the
good datasets that could be generated by this method were only 2 events long and
did not carry any interesting information with respect to ordering relationships
amongst events. CHRONICLER [22] is a static analysis tool which infers function precedence protocols defining ordering relationships among function calls
in program code. For extracting these protocols a sequence mining algorithm is
used. The methods in [14, 19, 5] use graph and tree mining algorithms for localizing faults in sequential program code. A commonality of these methods is that
they first construct behavior graphs such as function call graphs from execution
traces. They then apply a frequent graph or tree mining algorithm on the passing
and failing datasets of constructed graphs in order to determine the suspicious
portions of the sequential program code. As opposed to this approach, our goal
is to identify sequences of interleaved actions in concurrent systems, which the
above cited works are unable to provide.
Concurrency Bug Detection Methods. AVIO [16] only detects atomicity violations and, as opposed to our method, is tailored to only identify single variable
bugs. Examples of tools which only focus on detecting data races are lockset bug
detection tools [23] and happens-before bug detection tools [18]. In contrast to
these approaches, which lack generality and rely on heuristics that are specific
to a class of bugs, the output of our method in the form of anomalous sequences
can be indicative to any type of concurrency bugs in the program design that
can be characterized by a reachability property.
The work described in [17] proposes a more general approach for finding
concurrency bugs based on constructing context-aware communication graphs
from execution traces. Context-aware communication graphs use communication
context to encode access ordering information. A key challenge of this method
is, however, that if the relevant ordering information is not encoded, bugs may
not lead to graph anomalies and therefore remain undetected. Our method does
not rely on such an encoding but directly analyzes the temporal ordering of the
event. It therefore appears to be more general than the approach in [17].
Counterexample Explanation Methods. In [12], we provide a detailed comparison
of our method with a closely related work by Groce and Visser [7]. For that
comparison, the arguments given in [12] are also valid for our current work,
because, in fact, the current method is the enhancement of our precursory work.
The causality checking method proposed in [11] computes automatically the
causalities in system models by adapting the counterfactual reasoning based
on the structural equation model (SEM) by Halpern and Perl [8]. This method
identifies sequences of events that cause a system to reach a certain undesired
state by extending depth-first search and breadth-first search algorithms used
for a complete state space exploration in explicit-state model checking. It seems
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that the main superiority of our method is less computational cost in terms
of memory and running time for detecting at least one fault in the model. The
causality checking method considers all the possible finite good and bad execution
traces for identifying the combination of events which are causal for the violation
of a safety property. Since we do not seek completeness, our mining method is
still applicable even if the datasets do not include all the possible good and bad
execution traces, which can be an impediment in practice.
Some other automated counterexample explanation techniques such as [3,
24, 6] only take the values of program or model variables into account when
computing which variable values along a counterexample trace cause a violation
of some desired property. In contrast, the method we propose here considers the
order of execution of actions and can hence explain property violations which
are due to a specific order of execution of actions.

6

Conclusion

We have presented an automated method for the explanation of model checking
counterexamples for concurrent system models. From a dataset of counterexamples we extract a number of anomalous sequences of actions that prove to point
to the location of the fault in the model by leveraging a frequent pattern mining
technique called sequential pattern mining. An experimental analysis showed the
effectiveness of our method for a number of indicative deadlock checking case
studies.
In future work we plan to reduce the computational effort that our method
entails by imposing a limit on the number of context switches in generation of
the good and the bad traces.
Acknowledgements. We wish to gratefully acknowledge a careful review of this
work by Georg Weissenbacher.
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